Symantec Endpoint Suite
Complete endpoint protection and encryption complimented by mobile and
mail security
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tect your confidential data, mobile devices, and employees
Safeguarding your organization’s business-critical assets in today’s ever-changing threat landscape has never been more
difficult. The threat environment is evolving quickly, and given the size and complexity of today's networks, organizations are
struggling to keep up. Last year, we saw 317 million new malware variants, while targeted attacks and zero-day threats were at
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an all-time high . Email continues to be the number one attack vector for criminals, making email security and email encryption
necessary to prevent data loss and the costs related to a data breach.
For today's mobile workforce, laptops and mobile devices provide the freedom of being able to work from anywhere.
Increasingly, employees are logging in to corporate networks from hotel rooms, coffee shops and airports. With this freedom
comes a much greater risk of these devices, and sensitive data, being lost or stolen. To enable more employee productivity and
BYOD (bring your own device), IT teams need to connect employees to networked resources, while still securing the network
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and data. Symantec found that 17 percent of all Android apps (nearly one million total) were actually malware in disguise .
For security administrators and executives, this means a greater risk of a costly data breach.
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To effectively address advanced threats, data loss, and email threats (including spam), Symantec™ Endpoint Suite protects
against malware threats and data loss with endpoint security, endpoint encryption, mobile threat protection, and device
management. Symantec™ Endpoint Suite with Email adds email security and encryption to secure email servers and gateways
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Symantec Internet Security Threat Report 2015.
Symantec Internet Security Threat Report 2015.
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from malware and spam while encrypting email to prevent data loss. With two Endpoint Suite versions to choose from,
Symantec™ Endpoint Suites allow you to standardize on security solutions from one trusted vendor and receive attractive
subscription pricing from the world leader in security and data protection. Symantec™ Endpoint Suites remove complexity and
make it easy to purchase best-of-breed, award-winning products to provide layers of protection for your endpoints, mobile
devices, and email infrastructure.
Proven proactive protection technologies like Symantec™ Insight and SONAR analyze the reputation and characteristics of
suspicious files to determine if they pose a danger to your systems and proprietary information. Symantec™ Disarm, a
Symantec proprietary technology, helps protect against targeted attacks and zero-day malware by removing exploitable
content from Microsoft Office and PDF attachments—all these technologies are powered by one of the world’s largest civilian
threat intelligence networks. Symantec meets the broad spectrum of core security needs across your endpoint, mobile devices,
and email infrastructure.
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Symantec™ Endpoint Suite removes complexity by combining

Symantec™ Endpoint Suite with Email includes the products in

endpoint protection, endpoint encryption, mobile device

the Symantec™ Endpoint Suite (Endpoint Protection, Endpoint

management and mobile threat protection with predictable

Encryption, and Mobile security) and adds:

subscription pricing.

• Symantec Messaging Gateway defends your email and

• Symantec Endpoint Protection provides the security you

productivity infrastructure at the perimeter with accurate,

need (to protect desktops and laptops) through a single,

real-time antispam and antimalware protection. Advanced

high-powered agent, for the fastest, most-effective

content filtering and data loss prevention technologies
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protection available. It's more than antivirus; Endpoint

block sensitive information from leaving your network.

Protection stops targeted attacks and advanced persistent

• Symantec Email Encryption Gateway, powered by PGP,

threats that cannot be stopped by antivirus alone.

encrypts messages to safeguard the confidentiality of

Intrusion prevention system (IPS) lockdown, application

sensitive data you exchange with customers and business

and device control provide an added layer of security for

partners via email, regardless of whether or not recipients

mobile workers.

have their own email encryption software.

• Symantec Endpoint Encryption, powered by PGP, protects

• Symantec Mail Security for Microsoft Exchange

data (on your desktops/laptops) with strong full-disk and

complements endpoint protection by preventing the spread

removable media encryption and features compliance-

of email-borne threats and enforcing data loss prevention

based, out-of-the-box reporting, plus customizable reports.

policies. It leverages Symantec Premium Antispam to stop

• Symantec Mobile threat protection and device

99 percent of spam with less than one in 1 million false

management provides trusted security for mobile devices

positives.

and protects data from data leakage, malware, and
unauthorized access so you can securely embrace BYOD
(bring your own device) with your employees.
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AV-Test, Product Review, Corporate Solutions for Windows 7, April 2015.
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Endpoint Suites are a single solution to drive down co
cossts and maximiz
maximize
e IT budgets
• See measurable savings from simplified subscription-based pricing, change from OPEX to CAPEX budgeting, and take the
mystery out of license, support, and renewal costs. You can maximize IT budgets to provide more security coverage for less
money.
• Remove complexity and consolidate patchwork, multi-vendor solutions to achieve compliance and protect confidential data
by layering endpoint, encryption, mobile, and email technologies from one trusted vendor, Symantec.
• Single purchase, single SKU, single support for troubleshooting reduces up-front and on-going costs of managing numerous
technologies and vendors while standardizing on market leading products from Symantec, which are backed by one of the
world’s largest civilian threat intelligence networks.
Endpoint Suites Component Products and S
Sys
ystem
tem Requirements
Symantec™ Endpoint Suite includes:
• Symantec Endpoint Protection
• Symantec Endpoint Encryption
• Symantec Mobile Device Management
• Symantec Mobile Threat Protection

Symantec™ Endpoint Suite with Email includes:
• Symantec Endpoint Protection
• Symantec Endpoint Encryption
• Symantec Mobile Device Management
• Symantec Mobile Threat Protection
• Symantec Messaging Gateway
• Symantec Gateway Email Encryption
• Symantec Mail Security for Microsoft Exchange

Get up-to-date system requirements for Symantec™ Endpoint Suites from www.symantec.com
More Information
Visit our website
http://enterprise.symantec.com
To speak with a Product Specialist in the U.S.
Call toll-free 1 (800) 745 6054
To speak with a Product Specialist outside the U.S.
For specific country offices and contact numbers, please visit our website.
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About Symantec
Symantec Corporation (NASDAQ: SYMC) is an information protection expert that helps people, businesses and governments
seeking the freedom to unlock the opportunities technology brings – anytime, anywhere. Founded in April 1982, Symantec, a
Fortune 500 company, operating one of the largest global data-intelligence networks, has provided leading security, backup
and availability solutions for where vital information is stored, accessed and shared. The company's more than 19,000
employees reside in more than 50 countries. Ninety-nine percent of Fortune 500 companies are Symantec customers. In fiscal
2015, it recorded revenues of $6.5 billion. To learn more go to www.symantec.com or connect with Symantec at:
go.symantec.com/socialmedia.
Symantec World Headquarters
350 Ellis St.
Mountain View, CA 94043 USA
+1 (650) 527 8000
1 (800) 721 3934
www.symantec.com
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